N.H. races revolving around Seabrook

A LEARNING ADVENTURE
Course at sea accredited by 140 schools

There’s a lighter side to towns’ fall festival

Sailing education was founder’s dream

Businessman was target of drug probe

Ex-German POWs and guards hold reunion at N.H. camp site
37 antinuclear demonstrators arrested at Vt. Yankee plant

A crowd of 300 demonstrators gathered outside the Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant in Vernon, Vt. on Sunday night, Sept. 28, and had a tense standoff with plant police officers.

The demonstrators, who had been picketing the plant since the previous night, were arrested when they tried to force their way into the plant.

The plant was closed at about 10 p.m. on Sunday night and remained closed on Monday morning.

140 schools accredit semester aboard ship

A group of 140 students from 140 different colleges and universities will spend the semester aboard the ship "World Discoverer," which will be sailing the Atlantic Ocean.

The students will be studying a variety of subjects, including oceanography, marine biology, and international relations.

Seagoing education was founder's dream

The founder of the "World Discoverer" was a visionary who believed that education was best obtained by experience.

He established the ship as a floating university, and it has been a success since its inception.

ON ALERT

Carpet World

Carpet Sale

All prices include carpet & installation

Bigelow $9.99

Anso IV $12.99

Carpet Plus $14.99

All Oriental Rugs 37½% Off

Rugs & Remnants 50% Off

Carpet World is located at 123 Main St., Boston, MA. Call us at 555-1234.